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Nowadays urban communities are always faced with a life that is vulnerable to 
health. Polluted air and unpredictable weather are main factors causing health decrease. 
One way is to maintain our diet. There are various types of diets are offered to attract 
the interest of the public to be more sensitive to the food they choose. Most of these 
diets prioritize vegetables on their menus. For this reason, Spaghetti Sambal Tomat 
established. Our company concept is to sell spaghetti with non-meat base, so the 
customer will worry-less about getting fat when consume our product. 
Vision: To become number one on micro company that sell vegetarian pasta with chili 
paste in Gading Serpong, Tangerang. 
Mission: 
1. To introduce people about spaghetti with non-meat base and chili paste 
2. To keep and prioritize the quality and taste of Spaghetti Sambal 
3. To increase product promotion through media social (Instagram) 
Our area marketing is in Gading Serpong, Tangerang, and our customer target is 
employee, students or housewife who do not have time to cook when working or 
studying. Area that our company choose for selling is campus, office, and cluster area. 
Base on analysis, our product has unique taste, which is mixture of Italian and 
Indonesian flavor, easy to get ingredients, and preservative free. Although our product 
only last for 12 hours and our company has limited employee, our company confidence 
to sell pasta because this product is rarely sold in Gading Serpong, Tangerang and this 
pasta can be an alternative dish for vegetarian community in Gading Serpong, 
Tangerang. 0Our company threat is competitor can easily copy our product, People who 
has gastric disease cannot buy this product, and fluctuate price of main ingredients. The 
solution for our threat is make sambal variant such as sambal pecel, sambal bawang, 
sambal terasi, but the sambal itself still use tomato. 
In 30 days, if our company can sell 150 products, our company will have profit Rp 
856.800,00. The capital can return every day. Our company need Rp 1.393.200,00 to 
buy food packaging and raw ingredients Also, our company need Rp 812.52,00 for cost 
of transportation, food packaging, electricity, dish soap, depreciation of equipment, and 
other expenses. So, the total capital that our company need is Rp 1.892.520,00 and can 
returned in 30 days with the profit Rp 357.480,00. Our source of capital is from parents. 
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